POP ART WITH WAYNE THIEBAUD: Painting Sweets
WHAT IS POP CULTURE?

Popular culture, also called 'pop culture,' is everything that everyday people are interested in or are talking about. This includes movies, music, television shows, clothing, books, toys, technology, and people.
POP CULTURE CAN CHANGE OVER TIME

1960s 1980s 2000s 2020s
WHAT IS POP ART?

- Modern art movement
- Based on simple, bold images with bright colors
- It is called Pop Art because it is art about 'popular' things

Sari Shryack, Still Life with Diary
WAYNE THIEBAUD

- 1920-2021

- Used bright colors and thick paint to paint sweet treats!

- Worked at Disney and drew some characters that we still love today
Wayne Thiebaud, *Yellow Mickey Mouse Cake*, 1998
Wayne Thiebaud, *Three Machines*, 1963
Wayne Thiebaud, *Cakes*, 1963
YOUR TURN!

What’s your favorite dessert? Let’s paint it just like Wayne Thiebaud!

Wayne Thiebaud, Single Triple Decker, 2004